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perhaps somewhat less gifted, the doctor, now as then, finds himself accused
of few virtues and provided gratis with an exhaustive catalog of all those
things wherein he has been remiss. But after all, grumbler as well as genius
must have its butt, and from Moliere to Shaw the less and the lesser lights
have found delight in seeking vulnerable points through which a jab could
advantageously be given. Of such is made the successful play or the head-
line. And yet, goads and nettles may have their mission.
With what abandon the doctor can-or could-be handled is clearly
evidenced in this small volume dealing with his role in French drama during
the period under examination. As a stage character in some 200 plays of
the period,-from Dancourt to Beaumarchais,-the doctor as a pedant, ad-
venturer, fop, charlatan, or just plain assassin is portrayed, with an occasional
characterization suggesting humbler virtues. Trousse-Galant, Bolus, Clis-
torel, Sangrado, the honest Hidropoplex and the possibly equally honest Hip-
pocratine, the consistent Omoplate, Chrysologue, and many more, serve to
reflect what may well have been the physician of the day and the manner
in which medicine was regarded.
The student of medical history will find much to add to his information
of the period or to tickle his funny-bone.
GEO. H. SMITH.
THE COMPLEAT PEDIATRICIAN. By W. C. Davison. Duke
University Press, Durham, N. C., 1938. Pp. vi + 250. $3.75.
After four years this book has entered a second edition, testimony to the
fact that this unique guide for the physician fishing in the broad waters of
child care has been found useful. In the preface to the first edition of this
book the author compares his guide to a telephone directory; as an index list
of diseases, symptoms and other information, the comparison is not inappro-
priate. The book puts in easy, accessible form an array of related facts
often widely dispersed in the ordinary text-book. As assembled, these facts
are largely shorn of descriptive material. The book contains a valuable
compilation in small compass of important facts concerning growth and
development, diets, drugs, clinical laboratory examinations, etc. which give
distinct value to the volume as a reference hand-book to the practitioner and
to the medical student.
G. F. POWERS.
PRACTICAL MICROBIOLOGY AND PUBLIC HEALTH. By William
B. Sharp. C. V. Mosby Co., St. Louis, Mo., 1938. Pp. 492.
$4.50.
In his preface the author states that his aim is to produce a handbook
which will meet the requirements of those medical students interested in94 YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
Public Health. To this end he includes sections on general and clinical
bacteriology, clinical mycology, immunity, animal parasites and disease vectors,
Public Health laboratory practices, field work, surveys, and office problems.
The book is designed to be chiefly a laboratory manual and notebook,
although much text is included as well, and the selection of experiments is
complete and well organized. The difficulties of inserting all of this material
into the confines of less than 500 pages are enormous and from a literary
standpoint, in particular, only too evident. There are many infelicitous
expressions, and statements are often condensed with so much pressure that
some ambiguity results. It is unfortunate that a book which would seem to
fill a real need in medical schools lacking Departments of Public Health
should be marred by so many distracting features. PHILIP B. COWLES.
THE NEW-BORN INFANT. A Manual of Obstetrical Pediatrics.
By Emerson L. Stone. Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia, 1938. 2nd
Ed., 291 pp. $3.
This is a useful book. The author, concentrating his thought on the
new-born infant, has succeeded in combining obstetric and pediatric thought
on this subject with discrimination and completeness. That such an effort
should prove eminently useful is witnessed by the foreword to the first edition
by Professor J. Whitridge Williams, who wrote: "Unfortunately most
obstetricians tend to be interested almost exclusively in the problems offered
by the mother and to minimize those presented by the child. On the other
hand the pediatric specialist rarely has the opportunity to supervise large
numbers of newly-born infants, with the result that the recognition and
treatment of many important diseases and abnormalities occurring in them
are deferred to the detriment of the child."
Keeping his objective ever in mind Stone has succeeded in producing a
thoroughly scientific and up-to-date work. Not a little praise should be
given to the fine literary style which makes this book thoroughly readable.
HERBERT THOMS.
VIRus DISEASES AND VIRUSES. By Sir Patrick P. Laidlaw.
Cambridge University Press - Macmillan, New York, 1938.
Pp. 52.
This is the 1938 Rede Lecture and, as all such lectures must, it offers
a general survey of the subject with which it deals. But unlike so many
discussions of this type, the author is not content merely to record experi-
mentally observed facts and point out the difficulties in formulating an
embracing concept to account for the diverse phenomena. Fully aware of
the dangers in any such procedure, Laidlaw ventures to advance the sug-